Polarized displacement by transcription activator-like effectors for regulatory circuits.
The interplay between DNA-binding proteins plays an important role in transcriptional regulation and could increase the precision and complexity of designed regulatory circuits. Here we show that a transcription activator-like effector (TALE) can displace another TALE protein from DNA in a highly polarized manner, displacing only the 3'- but not 5'-bound overlapping or adjacent TALE. We propose that the polarized displacement by TALEs is based on its multipartite nature of binding to DNA. The polarized TALE displacement provides strategies for the specific regulation of gene expression, for construction of all two-input Boolean genetic logic circuits based on the robust propagation of the displacement across multiple neighboring sites, for displacement of zinc finger-based transcription factors and for suppression of Cas9-gRNA-mediated genome cleavage, enriching the synthetic biology toolbox and contributing to the understanding of the underlying principles of the facilitated displacement.